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Abstracts: To follow the rapid development of the next generation network (NGN) and requirement of IP multimedia subsystem (IMS), service delivery platform (SDP) is supposed to be integrated with IMS to better serve for telecom services and operations. With the development of new emerging technologies, such as Web 2.0, SOA, Web Service, etc, SDP is required to integrate with them and turned out to update to be next generation service delivery platform (NGSDP). This chapter mainly focuses on overview of Cognitive NGSDP in view of APIS (Applications, Performance, Intelligence and Security), especially performance and intelligence. Cognitive NGSDP is proposed by our research group and supposed to be a robust one combined with cognitive functions and other new requirements and characteristics. Relevant theories, technologies as well as feasible solutions for Cognitive NGSDP are significantly discussed to further implement this conceptual model. Cognitive NGSDP, as we expected, will contribute to actual SDP constructions for advanced performance guarantees and intelligence requirements.
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